Post Online or Clinic Training and Passing Written Test
After a player completes the online training or a clinic with a certified instructor, more must happen to
reach certification for R1, R2, or Score training. For libero and line judging certification, the online
training will earn a certification badge on the official roster.
For R1, R2, and Score, however, a player must perform the task during a match and receive ratings. R1
and R2 ratings can be done by any adult official currently certified as an R1, such as an official at an
upcoming tournament.
First, print out the attached “Ref Rating Sheet” and carry to a future tournament; two copies will be
needed for an R1 rating and one copy for an R2 rating. For a score rating, there is not a sheet required.
R1 Certification Badge – This will be tougher to achieve because finding a certified R1 who is not already
officiating is not easy. The player must provide the rating sheet to the R1 who is rating the player. The
rater will be an adult certified as an R1. The player will officiate one match as an R1 and one match as an
R2; a rater has the option to certify the player as an R1 after one match if he or she feels no remediation
is necessary. The rating sheet allows for an evaluation as an R1 and an R2. These ratings do not have to
come from the same certified official providing the rating.
R2 Certification Badge – Officiate two matches as an R2; a rater has the option to certify the player as
an R2 after one match if he or she feels no remediation is necessary. The rater will be an adult certified
as an R1. Two different R1 adults can complete the rating sheet for the player, but the player must
provide the sheet to the R1 who is rating the player. Typically, any R1 officiating a match will fill out a
rating sheet for a player providing the sheet.
Score Certification Badge – Keep score for two matches in our region. Upon completion, simply write
large in the margin “FOR RATING.” It is not necessary to submit the official score rating sheet with this as
the region will handle that when they review the score sheet. It would be helpful to email
darin@onevolleyball.net when you submit a score sheet for rating to the tournament. Include in the
email the name of the tournament and the date. I will then ensure the region pulls that sheet.
 Note – A player can complete a score sheet without being the official scorer. This way players
can receive ratings much faster. Simply bring your own score sheets to the tournament and keep
score on the sideline. It will be best to do this when your team is actually officiating so as to not
bother another team working the score table. Please do not take sheets out of the official score
book. DO NOT submit this score sheet, since it is not the official match record, to the tournament.
Instead, follow the directions online for submitting to the region for certification.

